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            Abstract
Complex networks of interactions are ubiquitous1 and are particularly important in ecological communities, in which large numbers of species exhibit negative (for example, competition or predation) and positive (for example, mutualism) interactions with one another. Nestedness in mutualistic ecological networks is the tendency for ecological specialists to interact with a subset of species that also interact with more generalist species2. Recent mathematical and computational analysis has suggested that such nestedness increases species richness3,4. By examining previous results and applying computational approaches to 59 empirical data sets representing mutualistic plantâ€“pollinator networks, we show that this statement is incorrect. A simpler metricâ€”the number of mutualistic partners a species hasâ€”is a much better predictor of individual species survival and hence, community persistence. Nestedness is, at best, a secondary covariate rather than a causative factor for biodiversity in mutualistic communities. Analysis of complex networks should be accompanied by analysis of simpler, underpinning mechanisms that drive multiple higher-order network properties.
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                    Figure 1: 
                        Real networks exhibit a wide range of nestedness and connectance.
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Figure 2: 
                        Adding mutualistic interactions to models of real networks decreases persistence and this decrease is not related to nestedness.
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Figure 3: 
                        The number of mutualistic partners is a robust and consistent metric of species viability in mutualistic networks.
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        Editorial Summary
The numbers game in mutualistic networks
The nested structure of mutualistic ecological networks â€” the tendency for ecological specialists to interact with a subset of species that also interact with more generalist species â€” is thought to promote biodiversity. This study of 59 empirical data sets for plant-pollinator mutualisms comes to the surprising conclusion that adding mutualisms typically decreases biodiversity by breaking the competition symmetry, and that nestedness is not important in determining ecosystem function. According to this model, it is the simpler measure of the number of mutualistic links a species has that determines its survival chances, with nestedness being just a side effect.
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